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A selective absorber with excellent spectral selectivity is proposed and analyzed. The absorber is

based on a germanium (Ge) checkerboard on top of a tantalum (Ta) substrate. At wavelengths

shorter than the 1.2 lm cutoff, a very high absorption is achieved due to strong cavity resonances

in the Ge nanosquares, and their interactions with adjacent nanocavities and the bottom Ta

substrate. At longer wavelengths, absorption is greatly suppressed due to destructive interference

between the transparent checkerboard layer and the highly reflective Ta substrate. To better

describe the superior selectivity of our configuration, a new figure of merit (FOM) is introduced.

We observe a FOM value of 0.88 compared to 0.69 for its planar counterpart. We also conduct a

thermal analysis to verify the excellent selectivity of our absorber. A high temperature can be

achieved and maintained, promising good potential for applications in solar thermophotovoltaic

systems. VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4935280]

I. INTRODUCTION

Unlike traditional photovoltaic (PV) solar cells, a solar

thermophotovoltaic (STPV) system consists of a selective

absorber/selective emitter pair in front of a PV cell. The

selective absorber plays a critically important role of absorb-

ing the sunlight as much as possible and converting this into

heat. As long as heat is accumulated, the selective emitter,

connecting to the selective absorber being heated, will ther-

mally emit photons selectively at the wavelength corre-

sponding to the bandgap of the back PV cell. In this case, the

Shockley-Queisser (SQ) limit can be overcome through

effective utilization of the solar spectrum with good suppres-

sion of thermalization losses of above-bandgap photons and

non-absorption losses of sub-bandgap photons.1 Therefore,

STPVs have been predicted to have very high ultimate

efficiency limits of 85% for full-concentration and 54% for

non-concentration.2 However, a challenge for STPVs is that

heat accumulation will be hampered if the absorption spec-

trum of the selective absorber is either too narrow or too

broad, since according to Kirchhoff’s law, the emissivity of

a structure is equal to its absorptivity in thermal equilib-

rium.3,4 Furthermore, the thermal emission loss will become

even more serious and challenging for the selective absorber

whose area is equal to that of the selective emitter.5

Previously reported nanophotonic STPVs all suffer various

limitations. An array of multiwalled carbon nanotubes6 has

proven not to be a very good selective absorber due to its

ultra-broadband absorption spectrum from 0.25 to 10 lm.

Suffering the same problem, a proposed tungsten (W) pyra-

mid absorber7 turns out not to be suitable for planar STPV

applications, and the same can be said for a proposed

integrated metamaterial absorber.8 On the other hand, two-

dimensional tantalum (Ta) photonic crystal (PhC) absorbers

exhibiting good spectral selectivity9–11 have recently been

reported. They have been shown to be able to increase the

overall efficiency of a planar STPV system to 3.74%, the

highest value ever reported.9 We will in this paper demon-

strate a new selective absorber with a comparable and even a

somewhat higher performance. A key advantage of our pro-

posed structure is that its fabrication processes can be much

simpler in comparison with another selective absorber based

on two-dimensional metallic dielectric PhCs.12

Apart from those reported in Refs. 6–12, various absorb-

ers have been reported in recent years. Due to the strong abil-

ity of light localization and manipulation, plasmonic

nanostructures and metamaterials have been widely

employed to harvest light, trap it as resonances, and thereby

enhance the light absorption in lossy metals or dielec-

trics.13,14 To broaden their absorption spectra, limited by

resonances, there are three effective means: (i) by mixing

different resonators of different sizes, e.g., a horizontal or

vertical array of gold nanoparticles, stripes, or crosses,15–17

silver crossed trapezoids of gradually changed widths,18 ran-

domly distributed silver or gold nanoparticles,19,20 plasmonic

tapered coaxial holes,21 the absorption spectrum can be

greatly extended by the collective resonances at the contigu-

ous frequencies; (ii) broadband absorption can also be

achieved based on non-resonant optical mechanisms, e.g.,

slow light modes in multilayered metamaterials22–24 or nano-

focusing of gap surface plasmons in ultra-sharp gold nano-

grooves;25 (iii) by simultaneously exciting multiple optical

mechanisms/effects in a germanium (Ge) slot waveguide

grating on a gold substrate, an ultra-broadband absorber can

be achieved as previously reported by us.26 However, all

these previous efforts cannot be used directly in STPVs due
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to lack of proper spectral selectivity control.15–26

Furthermore, the operational temperature of a STPV is typi-

cally too high for gold or silver15–26 to sustain.

In this paper, we demonstrate theoretically a very simple

way to make a planar Ta substrate to be selectively absorp-

tive through a straightforward patterning of a dielectric Ge

checkerboard on the top. The paper is structured as follows:

in Section II, the proposed structure is described and the

method used for simulation and optimization is discussed. In

Section III, we demonstrate an excellent spectral selectivity

of our checkerboard selective absorber. The underlying

physics for this spectral selectivity is discussed and the

robustness of our design is analyzed systematically. Thermal

analysis is conducted in Section IV, which further confirms

the excellent spectral selectivity and also indicates the im-

portance of the spectral selectivity of an absorber to be used

in practical STPVs. The paper ends with a summary in

Section V.

II. PROPOSED STRUCTURE AND METHOD OF
ANALYSIS

Figure 1(a) shows a schematic diagram of our proposed

checkerboard selective absorber. It consists of a Ta substrate

on top of which is placed a Ge checkerboard layer having a

thickness of hGe. The Ge checkerboard layer is sandwiched

between two SiO2 layers having thicknesses hgap and hcap

(the bottom and top, respectively). The unit cell of the Ge

layer is composed of two Ge squares with side lengths lc
arranged on the diagonal in a square, as indicated by the

green dashed box in Figure 1(a). A similar checkerboard

structure has been previously designed in a silver top layer to

enhance the absorption of an amorphous silicon layer placed

on top of a silver substrate.27 However, as will be seen,

replacing the metal checkerboard with an absorptive dielec-

tric will result in quite different optical behaviors and yield

an excellent spectral selectivity.

In order to demonstrate the spectral selectivity, a cut-off

wavelength of 1.2 lm (corresponding to cut-off energy of

1.01 eV), determined by a global optimization based on the

detailed balance theory5 is chosen. This predicts that a very

high system efficiency of 45.3% (larger than the SQ limit of a

typical single-junction PV cell1) is achievable for a planar

STPV that has a perfect back-side reflector and a full emitter-

to-cell view factor. Such a fully optimized STPV can work at

a very low temperature of 1060 K, which, crucially, is lower

than the melting points of all the composite materials in our

selective absorber, and can furthermore work under a very

small solar concentration of 4.4 suns, as long as the selective

absorber cut-off energy is chosen to 1.01 eV and the bandgap

of the back PV cell is chosen to 0.605 eV. No specific designs

of selective absorbers were reported in Ref. 5, where ideal

absorption spectrum was assumed for the selective absorber,

as shown in Figure 2. Here, we will show that our checker-

board selective absorber design can indeed be a very good

choice for such an optimal planar STPV.

We performed a full-wave simulation based on the

finite-difference time domain (FDTD) method (using

Lumerical FDTD Solutions). Both s- and p-polarized plane

waves are considered as the light source, as indicated in

Figure 1(b). Unless otherwise specified, the light is normally

incident from the top and in this case, only a p-polarized

plane wave was considered because of the symmetry of the

structure. The light wavelength (k) ranges broadly from 0.3

to 4 lm, covering the whole solar spectrum as shown in

Figure 2. The dielectric constants of Ge, Ta and SiO2 were

interpolated from experimental results.28 Bloch boundaries

were set along the x and y directions, while in the z direction,

perfectly matched layers were used. Since the Ta substrate is

thick enough to allow little light transmission, only reflection

FIG. 1. (a) Three-dimensional schematic diagram of the checkerboard selec-

tive absorber. The unit cell is indicated by a green dashed box. (b) s- and p-

polarized plane waves are incident from the top as the light source.

FIG. 2. Ideal absorption spectra (blue solid curve) for the selective absorber

as assumed in Ref. 5, together with the AM1.5 solar spectral radiance (red

dotted curve) and the blackbody radiation at 1060 K (black dashed curve)

normalized, respectively, to their maximums.
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is recorded and thus the absorption, a(k), can be easily

obtained by just subtracting the reflection from one.

In order to achieve a selective spectrum approaching the

ideal one as indicated in Figure 2, a figure of merit (FOM) is

necessary to characterize the spectral features for easy opti-

mization and comparison. Below the cutoff wavelength

(k< kc¼ 1.2 lm), the absorber is required to have high

absorption of the sunlight, especially over the main spectral

peak as shown in Figure 2; while beyond it, the absorber

should have the lowest thermal emission when working at

1060 K, especially over the blackbody radiation peak (also

shown in Figure 2). Accordingly, the FOM is divided into

two parts, characterizing the different spectral features below

and above the cutoff-wavelength, respectively. In order to

show the high absorption within the cut-off wavelength

range we define a factor, gc as the ratio of the absorbed solar

energy to the solar radiation energy below kc. This is

expressed in the following equation, where IAM1.5(k) is the

solar radiation spectrum:

gc ¼
Ð kc

0
IAM1:5 kð Þa kð ÞdkÐ kc

0
IAM1:5 kð Þdk

: (1)

To illustrate how well the thermal emission can be sup-

pressed in the wavelength range above kc (i.e., k> kc), we

define a factor, gt, in Equation (2) by subtracting the normal-

ized thermal emission, which scales with the blackbody radi-

ation at T¼ 1060 K expressed in Equation (3) and shown in

Figure 2, by unity

gt ¼ 1�
Ð1
kc

IBB k; Tð Þa kð ÞdkÐ1
kc

IBB k; Tð Þdk
; (2)

IBB k; Tð Þ ¼ 2hc3

k5

1

ehc=kkbT � 1
; (3)

where h is the Planck’s constant, kb is the Boltzmann con-

stant, and c is the speed of light in vacuum.

Only when both gc and gt are large can a selective

absorber have a good spectral selectivity. Therefore, the

FOM can be defined by the product of them

FOM ¼ gt � gc: (4)

This definition differs from that in Ref. 9, as our FOM is

derived from the perspective of obtaining an ideal spectrum

based on the global optimization of STPVs as reported in

Ref. 5.

III. OPTICAL ANALYSIS

A. Spectral selectivity and underlying physics

Using the above definitions, we optimized all the struc-

tural parameters of our selective absorber and found that the

FOM can be as high as 0.88 by choosing the dimensions

lc¼ 290 nm, hGe¼ 170 nm, hgap¼ 500 nm, and hcap¼ 90 nm.

The corresponding absorption spectrum is shown in Figure 3

in which the absorption spectrum of a planar absorber having

the same layer thicknesses is also included for comparison.

Due to Fabry-Perot interferences in the top dielectric layers,

three distinct absorption peaks at k¼ 0.82, 1.23, and 1.72 lm

appear in the absorption spectrum of the planar absorber. The

latter will cause high emission loss at elevated temperatures

and therefore a not-so-high gt¼ 0.92. Between the absorption

peaks, there is a valley, indicating a weak coupling of light

below kc and thus leading to a low gc¼ 0.75. When including

the checkerboard patterned Ge layer, the former two peaks

merge and form a plateau in the short wavelength range below

kc. As a result the absorption is greatly enhanced, leading to a

much higher gc¼ 0.94. The absorption also drops sharply

around the cut-off wavelength, kc. Absorption of <0.1 is

maintained in the broad wavelength range beyond kc except

for a small peak around 1.6 lm, where the blackbody radiation

is very small. Therefore, the small peak does not degrade gt to

a large degree. A high enough value of gt ¼ 0.94 is achieved,

much larger than that of the planar absorber. With FOMs of

FIG. 3. Absorption spectra for our checkerboard selective absorber with the optimized structural parameters: lc¼ 290 nm, hGe¼ 170 nm, hgap¼ 500 nm and

hcap¼ 90 nm (red solid curve); an optimized Ta PhC absorber with hole diameter of 600 nm, pitch of 640 nm, and depth of 9 lm (black dashed curve); a planar

absorber which has the same layer thicknesses as our selective absorber (blue dotted curve); and the stand-alone Ge checkerboard absorber without the Ta sub-

strate (red thin solid curve). The inset figures show the schematic diagrams of the PhC absorber, the planar absorber, and the stand-alone Ge checkerboard

circled by the black dashed frame, the blue dotted frame, and the red thin solid frame, respectively. The inset table summarizes the main performance parame-

ters: gc, gt, and FOM, calculated from the absorption curves according to Equations (1)–(4) for the four absorbers.
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0.88 and 0.69 for our selective absorber and its planar counter-

part, respectively, we can conclude that the checkerboard

selective absorber has a superior performance. For an absorber

without the bottom Ta substrate, schematically shown in the

inset of Figure 3, the absorption (obtained by subtracting both

the reflection and the transmission from unity) can be sup-

pressed greatly in the long wavelength range beyond kc with

very high gt¼ 0.97 as shown in Figure 3. However, without

the reflection from the bottom Ta substrate, the absorption

spectrum of the stand-alone Ge checkerboard blueshifts and

the overall absorption decreases in the short wavelength range

below kc. Therefore, gc¼ 0.84 is very low, leading to lower

FOM than that of our selective absorber with the Ta substrate.

Furthermore, the Ta substrate is essential as it plays an impor-

tant role in connecting physically and transferring heat to the

selective emitter in practical STPV systems. Hence, we will

not consider this structure in the following.

To further demonstrate the excellent spectral selectivity

of our selective absorber, we compare it with the Ta PhC

absorber of Ref. 9. We optimized this structure schematically

shown in the inset of Figure 3 in the same fashion as above

with kc¼ 1.2 lm. The optimized structure has a hole diameter

of 600 nm, a pitch of 640 nm, and a depth of 9 lm and the cor-

responding absorption spectrum as shown in Figure 3. This

structure’s absorption spectrum displays a somewhat lower

absorption in the wavelength range around the solar radiation

peak (leading to a lower gc¼ 0.93) in comparison with our

selective absorber. In the long wavelength range beyond kc,

there is no obvious spectral peak, but the absorption is not sup-

pressed very well, especially in the range covering the black-

body radiation peak around 2.7 lm. Therefore, gt¼ 0.94 is

achieved, which is as good as that for our selective absorber.

The overall FOM of this optimized structure is 0.87, a little bit

lower than that of our selective absorber due to the lower gc.

Ge is a typical narrow-bandgap semiconductor with

extremely high intrinsic absorption in the short wavelength

range below 0.55 lm. When it is patterned into a checker-

board as depicted in Figure 1, its intrinsic absorption can be

further enhanced due to strong scattering by the modulated

refractive index distribution. Part of the incident light goes

through the transparent SiO2 layer to the highly absorptive

Ta substrate, being absorbed there. Therefore, nearly 100%

absorption is obtained in the wavelength range covering the

main peak of the solar spectrum around 0.5 lm, in contrast to

that of the planar absorber as seen in Figure 3. In the longer

wavelength range beyond 0.55 lm, the intrinsic absorption

of Ge decreases quickly. However, our absorber is still able

to maintain high absorption up to the cutoff wavelength, kc.

This is mainly attributed to three resonances appearing at

k¼ 0.75, 0.91, and 1.08 lm. The magnetic field distributions

at these peak wavelengths are plotted in the xy and xz planes

in Figures 4(b)–4(d). From these field distributions, it is seen

that the incident light is mainly confined in the Ge nano-

squares in each period. These act as nanocavities due to a

large difference in refractive indices of Ge and the surround-

ing SiO2. At k¼ 1.08 lm, a 1st-order resonance is observed

with only one maximum of the magnetic field in each Ge

nanosquare along all directions, as shown in Figures 4(b1)

and 4(b2). With decreasing wavelength, higher-order cavity

resonances are excited as shown in Figures 4(c) and 4(d). At

the smallest resonance peak of k¼ 0.75 lm, the light is well

confined in the nanocavities. However, at k¼ 0.91 lm, the

cavity side length is not long enough to accommodate 3 reso-

nant optical field maximums along the x direction and we see

a strong interaction between the side resonances of adjacent

cavities with a strong magnetic field confined in the middle

SiO2 medium. In the z direction the evanescent field of the

cavity resonance extends out, forming some interference

fringes due to the reflection of the bottom Ta substrate. The

part of the incident light, which is localized under the Ge

nanocavity, is being absorbed by both Ge and Ta. At

k¼ 1.08 lm, such interference fringes become more appa-

rent, even though the majority of the light energy remains

confined in the Ge nanocavities, as shown in Figures 4(b1)

and 4(b2). Consequently, the absorption in this wavelength

range becomes lower for the stand-alone Ge checkerboard

without the Ta substrate than that of our selective absorber

with the bottom Ta substrate as shown in Figure 3.

Beyond kc, the intrinsic absorption of Ge becomes even

smaller and it finally becomes transparent for k> 1.6 lm.

FIG. 4. Magnetic field distributions of

our checkerboard selective absorber in

the xy planes (top row) and the xz
planes (bottom row) at k¼ 1.6 lm

(a1), (a2); k¼ 1.08 lm (b1), (b2);

k¼ 0.91 lm (c1), (c2); and k¼ 0.75 lm

(d1), (d2). The red dashed lines in the

top (bottom) figures indicate the posi-

tions of the xz (xy) planes in the bottom

(top) figures. The structural para-

meters are lc¼ 290 nm, hGe¼ 170 nm,

hgap¼ 500 nm, and hcap¼ 90 nm.
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Hence, the incident light passes through the top dielectric

layers with extremely low loss and is reflected at the surface

of the Ta substrate. On the other hand, photons with too long

wavelengths are not easy to be confined in the Ge nanocav-

ities, but join in the Fabry-Parot interference in the SiO2

layer between the Ge checkerboard layer and the Ta sub-

strate. At k¼ 1.6 lm, constructive interference occurs as

demonstrated in Figures 4(a1) and 4(a2), leading to an

obvious absorption peak shown in Figure 3. At even longer

wavelengths, the Fabry-Perot interference is destroyed and

therefore, the absorption remains very low in this wavelength

range as seen in Figure 3. Note that there is an apparent shal-

low absorption dip around k¼ 0.35 lm in Figure 3. This can

mainly be attributed to constructive interference between

light reflected from the high-index Ge nanosquares and light

having passed through the transparent SiO2 and reflected by

the Ta surface. Fortunately, this spectral dip does not affect

gc and thus neither the FOM since the solar energy drops

very quickly around k¼ 0.35 lm, as shown in Figure 2.

B. Structural effects

From the above analysis, we understand that the Ge

nanocavities play an important role in influencing the

absorption spectrum and its selectivity and thus we first

investigate the nature of this influence. The absorption spec-

trum as a function of the Ge nanosquare dimensions, i.e., the

side length, lc, and the height, hGe are depicted in Figures

5(a) and 5(b), respectively. As lc and hGe increases, the hori-

zontal and vertical dimensions of the nanocavity become

larger, enabling longer-wavelength photons to be confined

within it, and vice versa. This is clearly demonstrated by the

dashed lines in Figures 5(a) and 5(b) that indicate the three

nanocavity resonances discussed above in relation to Figures

4(b)–4(d). The absorption spectrum is more sensitive to hGe

than to lc as shown in Figure 5(b), indicating that the vertical

confinement of the nanocavity resonances dominates the

absorption characteristics. The absorption peak around

k¼ 1.6 lm is weakly dependent on lc but has a rather strong

dependence on hGe, again indicating the important role of the

vertical dimension of the Ge nanocavity. hGe is too small

compared with the incident light wavelength and a larger

part of the optical field extends out of the cavity, interacting

with and influencing the Fabry-Perot interference in the SiO2

layer between the Ge checkerboard layer and the Ta

substrate.

Keeping a fixed shape of the Ge nanosquares,

lc¼ 290 nm and hGe¼ 170 nm, while increasing the thickness

of the bottom SiO2 gap layer, hgap, will only slightly redshift

the three cavity resonances as shown in Figure 5(c). This is

due to the well-confined field distributions in the nanocav-

ities, as shown in Figures 4(b)–4(d), which have little inter-

action with the bottom Ta surface. However, there is an

apparent redshift of the absorption peak beyond the cut-off

wavelength of kc¼ 1.2 lm with increasing hgap, which is due

to the fact that its absorption is dominated by the Fabry-

Perot interference-induced absorption in the Ta substrate

(Figure 4(a2) offers a glimpse of this phenomenon). The top

SiO2 cap layer works as an anti-reflection layer and affects

neither the cavity resonances in the Ge nanosquares nor the

Fabry-Perot interference very much, as is seen in Figure

5(d). However, in the short wavelength range, the

interference-induced absorption peaks (as well as dips)

moves towards long wavelengths with increasing hcap. Due

to the high intrinsic absorption in Ge, the absorption spec-

trum below kc does not change much and the spectral band-

width by and large remains unchanged. SiO2 has a relatively

large thermal expansion coefficient, i.e., (0.5–4.1)� 10�6

�C�1.29 If the thermal expansion is assumed to occur uni-

formly in all three directions, then the vertical and horizontal

expansion when increasing the temperature to 1060 K is less

FIG. 5. Absorption spectra of our

checkerboard selective absorber as a

function of (a) the Ge nanosquare side

length, lc, (b) the Ge nanosquare height,

hGe, (c) the thickness of the bottom

SiO2 gap layer, hgap, and (d) the thick-

ness of the top SiO2 cover layer, hcap.

The spectra in each panel are calculated

and obtained by changing only one

structural parameter while keeping the

others fixed, based on the optimized

absorber geometry, i.e., lc¼ 290 nm,

hGe¼ 170 nm, hgap¼ 500 nm, and

hcap¼ 90 nm.
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than 75 nm for the bottom gap layer and less than 15 nm for

the top cap layer. In the vertical direction, even a 75 nm

expansion in the bottom SiO2 gap layer will not lead to any

noticeable variation, let alone a 15 nm expansion in the top

SiO2 cap layer as demonstrated in Figures 5(c) and 5(d). In

the horizontal direction, the sample is very large and the Ge

nanosquares will not change their positions through a total

thermal expansion of the extent of 75 nm. Therefore, the

absorption spectrum will remain more or less unchanged in

the high-temperature operational environment.

We furthermore did simulations to study the influence

of Ta substrate surface roughness. Using Lumerical FDTD

Solutions, we added a rough Ta surface having a roughness

correlation length of 10 nm in both the x and y directions but

with different root mean square (RMS) values ranging from

0 to 50 nm in the steps of 10 nm. The results are plotted in

Figure 6, where the inset shows an example of the rough Ta

substrate with RMS¼ 10 nm as used in the simulation. It is

seen that the absorption below kc remains and increases only

slightly with increasing RMS. However, the absorption peak

beyond kc is clearly enhanced by increasing RMS, especially

for RMS> 40 nm. This may lead to decreasing gt and thus

decreasing FOM. Therefore, the roughness of the Ta sub-

strate should be well controlled during actual experiments.

Nevertheless, a relatively large tolerance to Ta substrate

roughness exists as this can be as large as 40 nm.

C. Angle dependence

To further investigate the spectral selectivity of our

selective absorber, we investigated the effects of light inci-

dent angle, h, and azimuth angle, u, on the absorption spec-

trum for both s- and p-polarizations. The calculated

absorption spectra are plotted in Figure 7, where gc, gt, and

FOM plotted as a function of h are summarized in the inset

of each panel. For s-polarization, in the short wavelength

range below kc, the absorption spectra do not change much

until h increases to 30�, where the absorption spectrum starts

to drop quickly, for all considered azimuth angles, i.e.,

u¼ 0, 30, and 45�. In contrast, the absorption peak beyond

the cut-off wavelength blueshifts to the shorter wavelength

range where the blackbody radiation is very small (as shown

in Figure 2). Therefore, gt increases but gc decreases.

FIG. 6. Absorption spectra of our checkerboard selective absorber for vary-

ing roughness of the Ta substrate: RMS¼ 0 (black), 10 nm (red), 20 nm

(blue), 30 nm (pink), 40 nm (yellow), and 50 nm (green). The inset shows

the rough Ta substrate surface with RMS¼ 10 nm employed in the simula-

tion model. The structural parameters of the absorber are lc¼ 290 nm,

hGe¼ 170 nm, hgap¼ 500 nm, and hcap¼ 90 nm.

FIG. 7. Absorption spectra of our

checkerboard selective absorber for

both s- (top row) and p- (bottom row)

polarizations as a function of incident

angle, h, at different azimuth angles,

i.e., u¼ 0� (a), (d), 30� (b), (e), and

45� (c), (f). For each figure, the varia-

tions of gc, gt, and FOM as h increases

are summarized in the inset of each

panel. And the green dashed-dotted

line in each figure indicates the cut-off

wavelength of kc¼ 1.2 lm.
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However, due to the dominance of the absorption below kc,

FOM follows gc and also decreases with increasing h. The

situation is different for p-polarization. For all considered

azimuth angles, the absorption spectra below kc decreases as

h increases. This trend becomes more apparent for large u.

Therefore, gc decreases as h increases for all u0s. In the long

wavelength range beyond kc, the absorption spectrum

increases, resulting in rising thermal emission and thus

decreasing gt, even though the absorption peak blueshifts to

the shorter wavelength range. Consequently, FOM decreases

more rapidly as a function of h than that for s-polarization.

Even so, the FOM remains above 0.7, larger than that of the

planar absorber under normal illumination as shown in

Figure 3, when h becomes as large as 60� for all considered

azimuth angles and for both s- and p-polarizations.

IV. THERMAL ANALYSIS

In order to study the effectiveness of the observed excel-

lent spectral selectivity of our checkerboard selective

absorber on temperature accumulation, we have conducted

thermal simulations for further analysis and discussion.

In general, an object transfers its thermal energy through

the following three ways: (i) heat conduction from hot to

cold as expressed in Equation (5) (here, only steady state is

considered30); (ii) heat convection with air; and (iii) heat

radiation as expressed in the following equation:

rðk � rTÞ þ q} ¼ 0; (5)

k
@T

@n

����
Boundary

¼ qcon þ qrad; (6)

where q ¼ �k � rT is the heat flux; k is the thermal conduc-

tivity; T is the temperature; q00 is the thermal generation rate;

qcon and qrad represent the heat convection flux and heat radi-

ation flux. Considering the sufficiently thick Ta substrate,

where there is no heat flux, a Neumann boundary condition

is used at the bottom of the Ta layer.30 In the following, a nu-

merical simulation will first be used to give an approximate

prediction of the temperature distribution. Following this, by

combining the conclusions from the numerical simulation, a

simpler analytical model based on the law of energy conser-

vation is developed to help us understand the spectral selec-

tivity more deeply.

In the numerical model, the heat convection and heat

radiation in Equation (6) are represented by Newton’s law in

Equation (7) and the Stefan-Boltzmann law in Equation (8),

respectively

qcon ¼ jðT � TambÞ; (7)

qrad ¼ erT4; (8)

where j¼ 5.0 W/(m2 K) is the heat convection coefficient of

air (until otherwise specified); Tamb¼ 300 K is the room tem-

perature; r is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant; e is the emis-

sivity of the material in the checkerboard selective absorber,

which is assumed to be a gray body, i.e., having a radiation

wavelength independent emissivity. Around the target tem-

perature of T¼ 1060 K, the blackbody radiation starts from

about 1.0 lm (see Figure 2), where SiO2 is transparent and

Ge is approaching transparency. In this case, we assume that

the heat radiation flux is only generated from the top of

Ta. Its emissivity is estimated to be 0.1 (until otherwise

specified) based on the absorption spectrum in the long

wavelength range beyond the cutoff wavelength shown in

Figure 3, according to Kirchhoff’s law.3,4

In our simulation, the thermal conductivities, k, of Ge

and Ta were chosen from Ref. 31. The thermal conductivity

of SiO2 was set as kSiO2¼ 1.38 W/m K.32 Sunlight absorbed

by the absorber will generate heat and the total absorbed

power density, qt
00, can be calculated by

qt
00 ¼ C �

ð1
0

IAM1:5ðkÞAðkÞdk; (9)

where C is the solar concentration, which is 4.4 suns as opti-

mized in Ref. 5. Based on the absorption spectra shown in

Figure 6, qt
00 ¼ 3273 W/m2 can be achieved through

Equation (9) under normal illumination. Here the total

absorbed power is linearly calculated by summing up the

absorptions of half s-polarized and half p-polarized sunlight.

Since not all the materials incorporated in our selective

absorber generate heat, the heat generation rate is not uni-

formly distributed in each period. As this is the case, q00

should be calculated based on the electric field distributions

at different wavelengths.33 However, the broadband sunlight

inevitably introduces multiple optical resonances and local-

izations in our proposed structure as shown in Figure 4. If all

of the field distributions were to be considered in the simula-

tion, the calculation will become too complex, especially in

the three-dimensional case. In order to simplify the problem

but still mimic the non-uniform field distributions, a 600 nm

monochromatic plane wave shining on the checkerboard

selective absorber is assumed to carry the total absorbed

power density expressed in Equation (9). In this case, heat is

mainly generated in Ge and Ta instead of in SiO2 through

absorption of photons at this wavelength.

We have investigated the impacts of both the heat convec-

tion as well as the thermal radiation expressed in Equations

(6)–(8) on the temperature distribution. Three cases were con-

sidered: (a) heat convection only, where j¼ 5.0 W/(m2 K) and

e¼ 0; (b) thermal radiation only, where j¼ 0 and e¼ 0.1; and

(c) combined convection and radiation, where j¼ 5.0 W/(m2

K) and e¼ 0.1. The temperature distributions of the three cases

are shown in Figure 8. It is interesting to note that for all three

cases, no temperature variation is observed over the whole

structure, even though the heat source is not uniformly distrib-

uted. In comparison with the convection only case, in the radia-

tion only case, the temperature drops, indicating a significant

effect of heat radiation on the accumulated temperature. When

combining the two cases together in the modeling, the tempera-

ture drops even further. Therefore, in order to maintain a high

operational temperature in STPV applications, the radiation

loss of the absorber must be controlled very well. A vacuum

system will also be necessary to minimize the heat convection

between the absorber and the air.

Based on the above analysis, it is reasonable for us to

consider our checkerboard selective absorber as a thermally
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uniform object having only one temperature value at a steady

state. This conclusion can also be achieved directly from the

method of magnitude estimation. According to the definition

of heat flux, i.e., q ¼ �k � rT, the temperature gradient

becomes large if the thermal conductivity is small for a given

heat flux. Here in our structure composed of SiO2, Ge, and

Ta, SiO2 has the smallest thermal conductivity, i.e.,

kSiO2¼ 1.38 W/m K.31,32 Therefore, if a pure SiO2 layer

(rather than a pure Ge layer or a pure Ta layer) is deposited

on top of the Ta substrate, the temperature gradient will be

the largest. Considering that the total heat power generated

by the absorbed sunlight, i.e., qt
00 ¼ 3273 W/m2 as obtained

by Equation (9), is heating up the whole structure, the tem-

perature gradient inside the SiO2 is only on the order of

103 K/m according to rT ¼ �qt
00=kSiO2

. In a 590 nm thick

SiO2 layer, the temperature difference across becomes close

to negligible, on the order of 10�4 K. If Ge, with a higher

thermal conductivity, is incorporated in SiO2 as designed in

our checkerboard selective absorber shown in Figure 1, the

temperature difference can be expected to be even smaller.

Therefore, the whole structure can be regarded as a thermally

uniform object.

Considering the structure to a thermally uniform object

simplifies the physical model even further. It can then, based

on the law of energy conservation, be reduced to an analyti-

cal formula, as expressed in Equation (10). That is, the input

power, or the absorbed power, is equal to the convective and

radiative losses.

qabs ¼ qcon þ qrad; (10)

where qabs can be easily obtained by Equation (9); qcon is

expressed by Equation (7); and qrad is rewritten in Equation

(11) in order to incorporate the spectral dependence of the

radiation based on the Planck’s law

qrad ¼
ð1

0

ð
half space

eðk; h;uÞIBBðk; TÞdXdk; (11)

where e(k,h,u) is the emissivity spectrum of our selective

absorber; IBB(k, T) is the blackbody radiation expressed in

Equation (3). According to the Kirchhoff’s law, the emissiv-

ity of a structure in thermal equilibrium is equal to its

absorptivity at each wavelength.3,4 Here we assume that the

optical performance of our absorber is maintained when the

temperature increases to about 1100 K, as the thermo-optical

coefficients of Ta, Ge, and SiO2 are all very low.28 Thus,

e(k,h,u) equals A(k,h,u), as depicted in Figure 7.

Based on the analytical model, we calculated the tem-

perature of our checkerboard selective absorber as a function

of the heat convection coefficient, j, which is plotted in

Figure 9 (black solid curve). For comparison, the tempera-

ture of the planar absorber (using the same assumptions) is

also estimated by the analytical model (where its absorption

spectra not shown here are incorporated into the calculation).

For both absorbers, the temperature achievable decreases

with increasing j, due to the increasing loss through heat

convection with the surrounding air. In order to minimize

such energy loss, a vacuum environment with j¼ 0 is neces-

sary. As can be seen in Figure 9, for all j the temperature

accumulated by the planar absorber from the sunlight

reaches a value much lower than what is achievable by our

checkerboard selective absorber. This is mainly due to the

fact that the spectral selectivity of our selective absorber

(FOM¼ 0.88) is much better than that of the planar absorber

(FOM¼ 0.69) as has been shown in Figure 3. That is, our

checkerboard selective absorber absorbs more solar energy

in the short wavelength range below the cutoff wavelength

of kc¼ 1.2 lm while radiating less in the long wavelength

range beyond kc, in sharp contrast to the behavior of the pla-

nar absorber. We also considered the case of the ideal selec-

tive absorber introduced in Ref. 5, whose absorption drops

vertically from 1 to 0 at the same cutoff wavelength of

kc¼ 1.2 lm as shown in Figure 2. In this ideal case FOM¼ 1

and the accumulated temperature is higher than our checker-

board selective absorber, as shown in Figure 9. This again

FIG. 8. Temperature distributions of

our checkerboard selective absorber

for three cases, namely, (a) convection

only with j¼ 5.0 W/(m2 K) and e¼ 0;

(b) radiation only with j¼ 0 and

e¼ 0.1; and (c) combined convection

and radiation with j¼ 5.0 W/(m2 K)

and e¼ 0.1.

FIG. 9. Temperature versus the heat convection coefficient, j, calculated

using the analytical model discussed in the text for our checkerboard selec-

tive absorber (black solid curve), a planar absorber (red dashed curve), and

an ideal selective absorber (blue dotted curve).
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indicates the significance of spectral selectivity of an

absorber to be used in a practical STPV system where high

operation temperature is required.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have theoretically demonstrated an

excellent selective absorber based on a Ge checkerboard on

top of a Ta substrate. Because of the strong cavity resonan-

ces in the Ge nanosquares and their interactions with adja-

cent nanocavities as well as the bottom Ta substrate, very

high absorption is achieved below the cutoff wavelength of

kc¼ 1.2 lm, covering the main solar spectrum, while beyond

kc, its absorption is greatly suppressed due to the destructive

interference between the transparent checkerboard layer and

the highly reflective Ta substrate. Therefore, its spectral se-

lectivity (FOM¼ 0.88) is much better than that of the planar

absorber (FOM¼ 0.69). The effectiveness of the selectivity

of our checkerboard selective absorber has been confirmed

by thermal simulation and analysis, which further empha-

sizes the importance of an absorber with excellent spectral

selectivity when considering the STPV system working in a

high temperature. In comparison with the PhC absorber

reported in Ref. 12, our checkerboard selective absorber

shows an additional advantage of much simpler fabrication

processes and great potential for practical applications in

STPVs.
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